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Photoshop Elements 4 is the fast, easy, and inexpensive way to get studio-quality results from your digital images. You can
	Correct color, exposure, and lighting     
	Fix red-eye and other flaws     
	Use image layers to alter the look of a photo     
	Change the background     
	Make albums, display photos online, or print your pictures     
	Do almost everything you can do with Photoshop CS     


    Chances are, you bought Elements because you want to make your photos look better. Maybe you take a lot of pictures and you look forward to sharing them. And if that’s the case, you’re probably more interested in actually getting something done than in understanding the theory behind the software. That’s why you need Photoshop Elements 4 Just the Steps For Dummies!    

    Photoshop Elements 4 Just the Steps For Dummies is a lot like Elements itself — fast and easy. Task-based spreads let you find the task you want to perform, then show you step by step how to do it. You pick the task, find it fast, and get it done! For example:     

	Organize and find images quickly and easily     
	Acquire photos from your mobile phone     
	Create an artistic effect by layering images     
	Locate files by caption, media type, or filename     
	Replace one color with another     
	Remove color halos from your subjects     
	Clean dust and scratches from your photos     
	Create a catalog, collection, album, or slideshow     
	Make a photo look like an impressionist painting or a pencil sketch     
	Print photos on your own printer or order prints online     


    That’s just a fraction of the tasks you can quickly find and perform with the help of this handy, no-nonsense guide. Photoshop Elements 4 Just the Steps For Dummies is all about simple steps that lead to great results!    

    Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
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Debugging ASP.NETSams Publishing, 2001
The typical web or software developer spends over 50% of their time debugging  code, yet most development books spend little (if any) time on the subject.  Debugging ASP.NET concentrates on debugging issues related to Microsoft’s  new web development platform, ASP.NET. All of the new debugging tools introduced  in ASP.NET are...
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Web Security Field GuideCisco Press, 2002
While the Internet has transformed and improved the way we do business, this vast network and its associated technologies have opened the door to an increasing number of security threats. The challenge for successful, public web sites is to encourage access to the site while eliminating undesirable or malicious traffic and to provide sufficient...
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Java Data ObjectsPearson Education, 2002
Java Data Objects is a standardized Java API for object persistence. It facilitates the storage and retrieval of complex object models with various storage mechanisms, including both object and relational databases. Analysts agree that JDO's transparent persistence will accelerate software development and yield more flexible applications and...
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Embracing Insanity: Open Source Software DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2000
In this book, you will learn where the Open Source movement comes from and what motivates its adherents.  You will be introduced to the culture that fuels the movement, as well as the personalities and organizations that promote its growth.  You will also understand the strengths of the Open Source movement and how it changes the way in which...
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Maya 5 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
With the powerful 3D modeling program Maya 5, you're limited only by your own  imagination. To set it free, look no further than this indispensable guide! In  these pages, veteran animator Jim Lammers (who brought life to the Sony/Tristar  film Starship Troopers) takes you from a review of 3D fundamentals to full-blown  Maya 5 content creation. In...
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Mathematics and Computation in Imaging Science and Information ProcessingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Rapid advances in communication, sensing and computational power have led to an explosion of data. The usefulness of this resource for human knowledge is determined by its accessibility and portability, which present fresh challenges to existing techniques in terms of transmission, storage, querying, display and numerical manipulation. As a...
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